
	
 

 

龔紋萱老師

	
The visit to Singapore has been a very fruitful 

experience for me. There is much to learn from the 
Gifted Education Programme (GEP) class 
observation at the two very prestigious schools in 
Singapore—Tao Nan School and Nanyang Primary 
School, and the co-lesson planning session at the 
Academy of  Singapore Teachers. 

 
First of  all, elements of  self-learning are 

incorporated in the lessons and this significantly 
boosts students’ engagement in the class. Students 
are not just passive learners in the classroom, but 
active learners outside the classroom. Before the 
lesson begins, the students search for some 
information about the topic. For example, the 
features of  print advertisement. The teachers can 
provide a preparation worksheet in relation to the 
topic to help students organize the ideas better. So, 
when students come to class, they are not empty-
handed and have prior knowledge on the topic. 

 
The preparation work also trains their research 

skills and ability to select appropriate information 
from the vast amount of  information on the 
Internet. These skills are critical in the 21st century 
workplace. When students come prepared in the 

class, they are expected to be contributors rather 

than absorbers of the knowledge. This changes 

the whole classroom dynamic. 
 
On the contrary, students in Hong Kong mostly 

do homework at home. They seldom do any 
preparation work before class and come expecting 
the teacher to “feed” them knowledge. This spoon-
feeding culture is deeply rooted. Students are used to 
this and teachers are used to this. 

 
Learning in this way may be quick at first, but 

eventually students may lose interest in learning and 
without constructing the knowledge by themselves, 
the learning may not be enduring. As the old saying 
says, “Involve me, then I will remember.” I hope to 
adopt more self-learning strategies in class and 
gradually change the classroom dynamic. 

 
Second, both lessons I observed are student-

centered. Students did most of  the talking in class 
while the teacher played an important role as a 
facilitator. In both schools I observed, the teachers 
adopted the fishbowl discussion approach, in which 
a group of  students sit in an inner circle as speakers. 
Then another group of  students sit in the outer 
circle as observers. There could also be some note-
takers who write down some overall comments about 
the whole discussion. 

 
Singaporean students demonstrated high 

engagement and involvement in class. Every student 
expresses their ideas and some even fight for chances 
to express their ideas, which demonstrated their high 
learning motivation. They also presented their 
arguments well and responded to others well. I 
believe Hong Kong students will also enjoy these 
kinds of  interactions more than just teaching based 
on the textbook. I would like to adapt some of  these 
strategies to be used in my classroom in the future.  

 
In addition, I believe the classroom setting plays 

an important part in supporting the student-centered 
approach. In Hong Kong, students are usually seated 
in rows and facing the teachers. This creates the 
sense that the teachers are the sole deliverer of  
information.  
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However, in Singapore, students sit in groups or 

two rows on the side, leaving a big space in the 
middle where students can sit on the floor to make a 
big circle. Students are facing each other when they 
are forming the circles, suggesting that they are 
learning from each other. The teacher walks out of  
the circle to facilitate. Undoubtedly, this change in 
classroom setting could take some time, but I think 
for some group discussion activities, this setting is 
feasible and more appropriate.  

 
I also observed that in such a student-centered 

approach, the teachers’ mastery of  the topic, the 
quality and quantity of  feedback and questioning 
skills are very important. In one of  the, the teacher 
herself  is very knowledgeable about the reading they 
studied. She gave relevant feedback to every 
student’s answer and was very critical about 
students’ answers. When students went off-track, she 
facilitated them to return to the topic. Furthermore, 
after some students’ responses, she infused additional 
information on the background of  the text or threw 
in some intellectually-stimulating questions to help 
students understand more. She also asked high-order 
thinking questions such as “Why do you think this 
way?” after students responded. This demonstrated 
the amount of  preparation work gone through 
before the lesson and her professional teaching skills.  

 
 The teacher also has a very clear objective in 

her mind on what she wants her students to achieve 
before planning all the lessons on this unit. She then 
structures the outline, the materials, and how she 
teaches vocabulary according to the output she 
expects from students. I believe this is a good 
practice to align all the learning activities to the 
ultimate goal and I should practice in the same way.  

 
 
 
 
Another big takeaway from the visit is that 

Singapore has a strong learning community for 
Singaporean teachers—Academy of  Singapore 
Teachers. To begin with, the fact that all teachers 
teaching GEP must go through a programme to be 
qualified teachers ensures that teachers are well-
equipped to teach gifted students. Second, the 
teachers meet four times a year to discuss learning 
difficulties, practical teaching strategies, and 
literature related to the recent research findings. This 
helps teachers to learn from each other and have 
professional development. I have also learned 
concepts such as equalizer from the co-lesson 
planning session and that the GEP lessons are 
generally less-structured because the discussion is 
dominated by students. I trust the presence of  
training and a learning community will also be 
beneficial to Hong Kong teachers.  

 
To conclude, the different teaching approaches 

for gifted education and the strong learning 
community support are the key learnings for me in 
this Singapore visit.	 	

	


